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Healthometer scale manual

Please read all the instructions to familiarize yourself with the functions and operations before Body Fat Monitoring Scale can help you achieve your physical best work by providing five critical measurements: body weight, body fat, BODY HYDRATION, BODY MASS INDEX, and SUGGESTED DAILY CALORIC INTAKE; Moreover, it helps you track your progress to the goal,
allowing you to set your weight naked and calculate the weight differences between the starting point, the pre-saved weight and the set weight target. Traditional bath scales show the total weight - both lean mass and body fat together. The Body Fat Monitoring Scale allows you to monitor weight, body fat and body hydration separately. NOTE: If you decide to see your weight in
kilograms, then the scale will also change the height measurement from the legs and inches by centimeters. 1. While the scale is OFF, hold down the SELECT button until the unit of measure icon flashes. 2. Press either button to select the desired unit of measure (LB for lb for lb 3. Press the SELECT button to confirm  your selection. 4. Press or to select whether you want to
reset the scale. 5. Press the SELECT button to confirm  selection. NOTE: If you choose YES, then all information about all users will be deleted.A. WEIGHT MONITORING, BODY FAT AND BODY 1. Press one of the USER buttons. The display will show the user prole, then calibrate (---) and display 0.0 with LB or KG and the user number. NOTE: Make sure you step on the rock
with bare feet. 2. Step on the scale and position your feet in a way that will distribute your weight evenly across the platform scale. Stand still while you read the display. 3. The  will best show your weight and body fat percentage. 4. Once detached from the scale, the display will scroll through the water level, BMI (Body Mass Index) and suggested DCI (Daily Caloric Intake).
NOTE: If the user adjusts the weight of the GOAL, the display will show the estimated weeks to achieve your goal with daily caloric dose suggestions. If the user is not set a target, the fourth screen will display the amount of calories needed to maintain the current 5. Press the SELECT button to save the recording. The display  to stitch the word SAVED to confirm  information is
saved in memory. Note: To preserve battery life, the scale will automatically shut down after a short period of inactivity.B. WEIGHING WITHOUT SELECTING CUSTOM BUTTON 1. Place the scale in 2. Step on the scale and position your feet so that your weight is distributed platform. Stand still while the scale calculates your weight. Stand still while NOTE: This scale offers
both Instant On (tap on the lower-right corner and wait 0.0 and Step Step During Instant On weighing, if you see , the scale is calibrated again. Please step on the scale whether you will stay on the scale or get off the scale as soon as the weight is displayed, your weight will continue to show for a few seconds and then 1. Press the desired USER button and HEIGHT will start 2.
Press or to select the age you want. Then press the SELECT button. 3. Press or button to choose the desired gender: female, male, female athlete male. Then press the SELECT button. NOTE: Sport mode is designed for persons who are very t and who devote 12 hours or more per week to intense physical activity such as swimming, cycling or running. It does not include
individuals who have recently begun a commitment to intensive exercise. The display  the height, age, gender &amp;quot;SAVED&quot;quot;. Then the words YES and NAKED will be displayed?, with 4. To set a GOAL, press or to select YES, and then press the SELECT button. NOTE: You can set a goal (by selecting YES) or simply track your weight (by selecting NO). 5.
Press either button to select the target weight you want and press the SELECT button to store it. The display  solidify the weight of your goal and the word SAVED, followed by ---. The scale will then be calibrated to 0.0 with LB or KG. Your  purpose (if desired) is saved and the use of this scale is not recommended for people with an electric implant • The scale will not calculate
body fat, unless you have bare feet.• For an accurate assessment of body fat, it is not recommended to use body fat by pregnant women, people with fever, swollen legs or other swelling, and a person who is over hydrated • Body fat may be slightly higher or lower in children under 16, people with diabetes and other health problems.• Women naturally store about 5% more body
fat than men. Congratulations on purchasing this healthy measurement monitoring scale. It's so much more than a rock. It helps to monitor your weight, body fat, body hydration, body mass index (BM) and offer daily calorie intake (DCI) for up to four different users. It's easy to use. Once your account is set up, your scale is ready to use. Also, you can save up to 5 by choosing a
unit for measurement using your body fat monitoring scaleFIRST programming time - set the target/profile1. User number and memory 2. Height in feet and inches or centimeters (CM), weight, and suggestions for daily calorie intake 3. Unit of measure: pounds (LB) 5. Information ready to be saved6. Gender Symbols: Female Athlete, Female, Male Athlete, 7. Scroll up and down
indicators8. Body % / Age / body mass index (BMI) / water (hydration) 9. Daily calorie intake (DCI)FIRST SCREEN SECOND SCREEN THIRD SCREEN FOURTH SCREEN. Press the desired USER button. The  le will be 2. Press either the button to view up to ve (5) saved NOTE: M1 is the oldest record. Once 5 records have been recorded, each new record will replace the
older RECORD REVIEW (HISTORY) PLEASE DO NOT RETURN THIS PRODUCT TO ANY OF THESE ADDRESSES OR AT THE POINT OF PURCHASES Products, Inc. does business as Jarden Consumer Solutions or if in Canada, Sunbeam Corporation (Canada) Limited does business such as Jarden Consumer Solutions (together JCS) ensures that for a period of five years
from the date of purchase, this product will be free from defects in material and workmanship. JCS, of its choice, will repair or replace this product or any component of the product found to be defective during the warranty period. The replacement will be made with a new or processed product or component. If the product is no longer available, a similar product of equal or greater
value may be replaced. This is your exclusive guarantee. DO NOT attempt to repair or adjust electrical or mechanical functions of this product. This will void this warranty. This guarantee is valid for the original retail buyer from the date of the initial retail purchase and cannot be transferred. Save the original receipt for sale. Proof of purchase is required in order to obtain a
guarantee. JCS dealers, service centers or stores selling JCS products may not modify, modify or in any way modify the terms of this warranty. This warranty does not cover the normal wear or tear of parts or damage resulting from any of the following: negligent use or misuse of the product, use at improper voltage or current, use contrary to operating instructions, dismantling,
repair or modification by any other than JCS or an authorized JCS service center. Moreover, the guarantee does not cover: Acts of God, such as fire, flood, hurricanes, and tornadoes. What are the limits on JCS liability? JCS shall not be liable for any incidental or consequential damages caused by breach of express, implied or statutory warranties or conditions. Except to the
extent prohibited by applicable law, any implied warranty or condition of marketability or fitness for a particular purpose is limited in duration to the duration of the above-mentioned warranty. JCS undertakes no obligation to provide any other warranties, terms or representations, express, implied, statutory or other. JCS shall not be liable for any damages arising from the purchase,
use or misuse of the product, including incidental, special, damages or loss of earnings, or for any breach of contract, fundamentally or otherwise, or for any claim buyer from any other person. Some provinces, states or jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of accidental or consequential damages or limitations to the duration of the silent warranty, so the above
restrictions or exclusions may not apply to you. This guarantee gives you specific legal rights and you may have other rights that differ from province, state to state or jurisdiction. How to obtain warranty serviceIn the United States: If you have any questions about this warranty or would like to receive a warranty service, please call 1 800-672-5625 and a convenient service address
will be in Canada: If you have any questions about this warranty or would like to receive warranty service, please call 1 800-667-8623 and a convenient address will be provided to the service center in the United States , this warranty is offered by Sunbeam Products, Inc. doing business as Jarden Consumer Solutions located in Boca Raton, Florida 33431. In Canada, this
guarantee is offered by Sunbeam Corporation (Canada) Limited doing business such as Jarden Consumer Solutions, located at 20 B Hereford Street, Brampton, Ontario L6Y 0M1. If you have any other problem or claims in connection with this product, please write to our customer service. Please do not return this product to any of these addresses or to the place of purchase©
2012 Sunbeam Products, Inc. as a business such as Jarden Consumer Solutions. All rights reserved. Distributed by Sunbeam Products, Inc. does business such as Jarden Consumer Solutions, Boca Raton, This process will delete records and prole for the selected user. 1. While the scale is OFF, press the USER button. 2. Press and hold the SELECT button immediately to
enter the user reset function. 3. Press or to select YES. 4. Press the SELECT button to confirm the  operation. 5. Horizontal strips will t fold twice. The scale will prompt for the user setup process. This device includes four (4) AA batteries. When Lo appears on the display, replace all Do not mix old and new batteries. Do not mix alkaline, standard (carbon-zinc) or rechargeable
(nickel-cadmium) batteries. Removing the battery will not affect the saved data and the user prole.a) Find the battery cover on the back of the scale. Press the locking tab and pull the battery .b) Use the tip of the pen to loosen each battery. Hold the scale at an angle so batteries can slide.c) Insert four new batteries by pressing them place in d) Replace the battery cover.
Potential for radio-television interference This product has been tested and found to meet the limits for a class B digital device, according to Part 15 of FCC rules. These restrictions are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in the Installations. The product generates, uses and can radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance
with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that the intervention will not occur in a particular installation. If the product causes harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by switching the product on or off, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of
the following measures: (a) Reorienting or reallocating the receiving antenna; (b) Increasing the separation between the product and the receiver; c) Connect the product in contact on a chain other than that to which the receiver is connected; (d) Seek help from the dealer or an experienced radio-television technician. Changes or modificationscadies not expressly approved by the
party responsible for compliance may revoke the user's credentials if E appears in the top row of the display:• The scale cannot detect a stable weight. Stand still until • Weight has exceeded the scale capacity (400 LB/181 KG). If E:• The scale cannot measure body fat on the bottom row of the display.• Make sure you stand on the bare-footed scale. NOTE: The display will turn off
automatically in 20 seconds if there is no key This process will delete all history for all users, including custom proles and saved 1. While the scale is OFF, hold down the SELECT button until the unit of measure icon flashes. 2. Press the SELECT button to confirm the current unit of measure (LB per pound or KG per kilogram). 3. To confirm your desire to reset the entire scale,
press either the button to select YES and press SELECT. 4. The horizontal bars will blink twice. The whole story and one. Press and hold the desired USER button for 3 2. Press or to select YES. Then press the SELECT button to enter the destination setting. 3. To change the weight of your goal, press either button to reach the desired weight and press SELECT RESTORE
DATA FOR THE HISTORY OF AN INDIVIDUAL USER REPLACE BATTERIESADDITIVELY RE-CHANGE THE SCALE CHANGE HEIGHT AND WEIGHT PURPOSE OF THE USER M1 is the oldest record. Once 5 records have been saved, each new record will replace the older records in memory.1. Press the desired USER button and HEIGHT will start 2. Press the ^ or
or button to select the desired Then 3. Press the ^ button or to select the desired gender: male, athlete or athlete. Then press  button.  athlete's special regimen is designed for persons who are very fit and who devote 12 hours or more per week to intense physical activity such as swimming, cycling or running. It does not include individuals who have recently
begun a commitment to intensive exercise. The display will flash възрастта, пола &amp; &amp; Then he will display the words � and , with the word 4. To set a goal, press the ^ button or button to select �  You can set a goal (by selecting �) or simply track your weight (by selecting ). 5. Press the ^ button or to select the weight you want
on a  button to store it. The display will show the weight of your goal and the , ---. The scale will then be calibrated to  with - or . The profile and purpose (if desired) are saved and the scale is �-.�....� .-�-.�1. Press one of the -. The
display will display the profile, then ---) and display 0.0 with - or , and the user  Make sure it stands on the bare-footed scale.2. Step on the scale and position your feet in a way that will distribute your weight evenly across the entire platform of scale. Stand still while you read the display. 3. The display will first show the weight and body fat percentage.4. Once
you're on the scale, the display will scroll through your water level, BM (Body Mass Index) and the proposed DCI (Daily Calorie Intake).  If the user adjusts the weight of the GOAL, the display will show the estimated weeks to achieve your goal with suggestions for daily calorie intake. If the user is not set a target, the fourth screen will display the amount of calories needed
to maintain the current 5. Press the  button to save the record. The display will flash the word  to confirm that the information is saved in memory. In order to preserve battery life, your scale will automatically shut down after a short period of inactivity. T IT IS NORMAL FOR YOUR WEIGHT TO VARY DURING THE DAY AND FROM four (4) AA
batteries. When Lo appears on the display, replace + �� ��� � ����.����.00.��  ������ � .-� ������� �� �,+ + �������,����������������,��.'����  ���� �� ���� the battery �  cover on the back of the �� �����.����� �� .�� ���� ������ ����
����.) Find the battery cover on the back of the scale. Press the locking tab and pull the battery .b) Use the tip of the pen to loosen each battery. Hold the scale at an angle so that the batteries slide. c) Insert four new batteries by pressing them firmly in d) Insert the battery cover. If E appears in the top row of the display:• The scale cannot detect stable weight. Stand still until the
weight has exceeded the scale capacity (400 LB/181 KG). If E:• The scale cannot measure body fat on the bottom row of the display.• Make sure you stand on the bare-footed scale. The display will turn off automatically after 20 seconds if there is no key Please read all the instructions to familiarise yourself with functions and operations before • Use of this scale is not
recommended for people with electric implants • The scale will not calculate body fat unless you have bare feet.• For accurate assessment of body fat, do not bend your knees or keep your feet sideways and face the scale.• It is not recommended to use body fat by pregnant women, people with fever, swollen legs or other swelling, and a person who is over hydrated • Body fat
rates may be slightly higher or lower for children under 16, people with diabetes and other health problems.• Women naturally store about 5% more fat than men. Congratulations on your purchase of this health m® wellness monitoring product. It's so much more than a rock. It helps to monitor your weight, body fat, body hydration, body mass index (BM) and offer daily calorie
intake (DCI) for up to four different users. It's easy to use. Once your account is set up, your scale is ready to use. Also, you can save up to 5 1. User number and memory 2. Height in feet and inches or centimeters (CM), weight, and suggestions for daily calorie intake 3. Unit of measure: pounds (LB) 5. Information ready to be saved6. Gender Symbols: Female Athlete, Female,
Male Athlete, 7. Scroll up and down indicators8. Body fat % / Age / body mass index (BMI) / water (hydration) 9. Daily calorie intake While the scale is OFF, press the -. 2. Press and hold the  immediately to enter the user reset function.3. Press the ^ button or to select � 4. Press  button to confirm the operation.will prompt for the user setup
process.  Hydration � shows the amount of fluid you have in your body. Water in your system is important because it regulates body temperature, converts food into energy and protects vital organs. People with more body fat have proportionally less total water and are more susceptible to fluid imbalances that cause
when tracking your body's hydration level should consider 1. Take your hydration measurements at the same time of the day.2. Monitor your readings to establish personal hydration of the body.3. Do not drink any caffeinated or alcoholic beverages before taking 4. Drink water if dehydration is detected. Extracted from dialysis &amp;quot&quot;Transplant&quot;, © 2001; Sports
nutrition for young adults: hydration; Crystal springs: Hydration Information; National Women's Health Information Center: 4woman.govBody hydration ranges shown as a percentage Please consult your doctor to determine the appropriate hydration level for your body.----.-�-.-
Famous &amp; Labs for Fitness &amp; Wellness, 1 th edition ©1999.To determine the percentage of body fat that is suitable for your body, consult your doctor.-�-.-� ,--Ying scale includes daily caloric (NDK) function. The DCI number is derived from the information you are programmed in your
profile and activity level. If you haven't set a target weight, then the DCI number will represent the number of calories needed to maintain your current weight. If you've set a weight target, the DREAD number will represent the suggested calories (500 calories a day, which represent 3,500 calories per week, equivalent to 1 LB) needed to increase or decrease your weight. The scale
will also show the approximate length of time to achieve your goal. As you continue to lose/gain weight, the scale will adjust the time it takes to achieve your goal. The proposed CEE number will remain Press and hold the - button for 3 seconds. 2. Press the ^ button or to select  button to enter the destination setting. 3. To change the weight of your goal,
press the ^ button or to reach the desired weight and press the  NOTE button: The materials in this guide are based on information from the National Institute of Health and Disease Control (CDC). They are not intended to replace the advice of your doctor or fitness professional. Please consult your doctor before starting any fitness or fat reduction program. Individual
weight loss will vary. Jarden Consumer Solutions is not responsible for individual results or claims made by a third party. Since BM does not show the difference between fat and muscle, this is not the only predictable weight issue that can lead to health problems. For example, someone with many muscles (like a body builder) may have a BM in an unhealthy range, but still be
healthy. BMI may also not accurately reflect body fat in people who are under 5 feet (1.5m) or in older people who tend to lose muscle mass as they age. But for most people, BM is a reliable way to tell if your weight is putting your health at risk. Body mass index (BM) is one way to establish whether you are of a healthy weight. It measures its weight in terms of its height, and is
closely related to measures of body fat. The higher the BM, the greater the risk of developing health problems. For adults over 20, BMI falls into one of BMI, which is suitable for your body, -.1. Place the rock on a flat surface. Hard surface is best for a maximum of 2. Step on the scale and position your feet so that your
weight is evenly distributed over the platform of scale. Stand still while the scale calculates your weight. The LCD display will flash several times in a few seconds before showing your weight. Stand still while you read the display. This scale offers both Instant On (Scale Step) or Tap on (tap in the lower-right corner and wait 0.0 and Step on). During Instant On weighing, if you see ,
the scale is calibrated again. Please step on the scale Whether you stand on the rock, or step on the scale immediately after the weight is displayed, your weight will continue to show for a few seconds and then turn off automatically. If you decide to see your weight in Kilograms, then the scale will also change the measurement of height from the legs and inches by
centimeters.1. While the scale is OFF, hold down  button until the unit of measure icon flashes. button to select (LB for pounds 3. Press the  button to confirm your choice. or a button to select if you want to reset the scale.5. Press the  button to confirm your choice. If you select �, all information about all users will be deleted. : body weight,
body fat, BODY HYDRATION, BODY MASS INDEX AND RECOMMENDED DAILY CALORIE INTAKE; Moreover, it helps you track your progress to the goal, allowing you to set your weight naked and calculate the weight differences between the starting point, the pre-saved weight and the set weight target. Traditional bath scales show the total weight - both lean mass and
body fat together. The Body Fat Monitoring Scale allows you to monitor weight, body fat and body hydration separately. FIRST SCREEN SECOND SCREEN THIRD SCREEN FOURTH SCREENPLE ASSM NOT RETURN THIS PRODUCT TO ANY OF THESE ADDRESSES OR TO THE PLACE OF PURCHASE. Sunbeam Products, Inc. doing business such as Jarden Consumer
Solutions or if in Canada, Sunbeam Corporation (Canada) Limited does business such as Jarden Consumer Solutions (collecting JCS) ensures that for a period of five years from the date of purchase, this product will have no defects in material and manufacturing. JCS, of its choice, will repair or replace this product or any component of the product found to be defective during the
warranty period. The replacement will be made with a new or processed product or component. If the product is no longer available, a similar product of equal or greater value may be replaced. This is your exclusive guarantee. DO NOT attempt to repair or adjust electrical or mechanical functions of this product. This will void this warranty. This guarantee is valid for the original
retail buyer from the date of the initial retail purchase and cannot be transferred. Save the original receipt for sale. Proof of purchase is required in order to obtain a guarantee. JCS dealers, service centers or stores selling JCS products may not modify, modify or in any way modify the terms of this warranty. This warranty does not cover the normal wear or tear of parts or damage
resulting from any of the following: negligent use or misuse of the product, use at improper voltage or current, use contrary to operating instructions, dismantling, repair or modification by any other than JCS or an authorized JCS service center. Moreover, the guarantee does not cover: Acts of God, such as fire, flood, hurricanes, and tornadoes. What are the limits on JCS liability?
The PCA shall not be liable for any or consequential damage caused by warranty or condition. Except to the extent prohibited by applicable law, any implied warranty or condition of marketability or fitness for a particular purpose is limited in duration to the duration of the above-mentioned warranty. JCS undertakes no obligation to provide any other warranties, terms or
representations, express, implied, statutory or other. JCS shall not be liable for any damages arising out of the purchase, use or misuse of the product, including accidental, special, consequential or similar damages or loss of profit, or for any breach of contract, fundamentally or otherwise, or for any claims made against the Buyer by any other party. Some provinces, states or
jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of accidental or consequential damages or limitations to the duration of the silent warranty, so the above restrictions or exclusions may not apply to you. This guarantee gives you specific legal rights and you may have other rights that differ from province, state to state or jurisdiction. How to obtain warranty serviceIn the United
States: If you have any questions about this warranty or would like to receive a warranty service, please call 1 800-672-5625 and a convenient service address will be in Canada: If you have any questions about this warranty or would like to receive warranty service, Please call 1 800-667-8623 and a convenient address will be provided to the U.S. service center, this warranty is
offered by Sunbeam Products, Inc. doing business as Jarden Consumer Solutions located in Boca Raton, Florida 33431. In Canada, this guarantee is offered by Sunbeam Corporation (Canada) Limited doing business such as Jarden Consumer Solutions, located at 20 B Hereford Street, Brampton, Ontario L6Y 0M1. If you have any other problem or claims in connection with this
product, please write to our User Services Please do not return this product to any of these addresses or at the place of purchase.© 2010 Sunbeam Products, Inc. does business as Jarden Consumer Solutions. All rights reserved. Distributed by Sunbeam Products, Inc. makes businesses such as Jarden Consumer Solutions, Boca Raton, Florida 33431.Printed in China.
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�1���������.──- I'm not going to be able to do that, He said. While the scale is OFF, hold down  button until the unit of measure icon starts 2. Press  button to confirm the current unit of measure (LB for pounds or KG 3. scale, press the ^ button or the &amp;quot; button to select select and the history and profile have been
deleted..�- Periodically wipe the surface of the rock down with a DRY cloth to remove dust. M1 is the oldest record. Once 5 records have been saved, each new record will replace the older records in memory.1. Press the desired USER button and HEIGHT will start 2. Press the ^ or or button to select the desired Then 3. Press the ^
button or to select the desired gender: male, athlete or athlete. Then press  button.  athlete's special regimen is designed for persons who are very fit and who devote 12 hours or more per week to intense physical activity such as swimming, cycling or running. It does not include individuals who have recently begun a commitment to intensive exercise. The display
will flash height, age, gender &amp; SAVED. Then he will display the words � and , with the word 4. To set a goal, press the ^ button or button to select �  You can set a goal (by selecting �) or simply track your weight (by selecting ). 5. Press the ^ button or to select the weight you want on a  button to store it. The display will show the
weight of your goal and the , ---. The scale will then be calibrated to  with - or . The profile and purpose (if desired) are saved and the scale is �-.�....� .-�-.�1. Press one of the -. The display will display the profile, then ---) and display 0.0
with - or , and the user  Make sure it stands on the bare-footed scale.2. Step on the scale and position your feet in a way that will distribute your weight evenly across the entire platform of scale. Stand still while you read the display. 3. The display will first show the weight and body fat percentage.4. Once you're on the scale, the display will scroll through your
water level, BM (Body Mass Index) and the proposed DCI (Daily Calorie Intake).  If the user adjusts the weight of the GOAL, the display will show the estimated weeks to achieve your goal with suggestions for daily calorie intake. If the user is not set a target, the fourth screen will display the amount of calories needed to maintain the current 5. Press the  button
to save the record. The display will flash  word in order to confirm that the information is saved in memory. In order to preserve the automatically after a short period of inactivity. T Е НОРМАЛНО ЗА ПРОМЯНА НА ТЕГЛОТО ВИ ПРЕЗ ДЕНЯ И ОТ ����������� �������������������������
������� ����������� ��������� ��������� ������������� �� ���� ����� �������� ������������ ����������� ��� 2000 г. + ����� ����� 2000 г. + �� 2000 г. + ��+ �� �������� 20000+ �� ������� ��������� ���
��� �������� ���� ���������������г. When Lo appears on the display, replace + �� ��� � ����.����.00.��  ������ � .-� ������� �� �,+ + �������,����������������,��.'����  ���� �� ���� the battery �  cover on the back of the ��
�����.����� �� .�� ���� ������ ���� ����.) Find the battery cover on the back of the scale. Press the locking tab and pull the battery .b) Use the tip of the pen to loosen each battery. Hold the scale at an angle so that the batteries slide. c) Insert four new batteries by pressing them firmly in d) Insert the battery cover. If E appears in the top row
of the display:• The scale cannot detect stable weight. Stand still until the weight has exceeded the scale capacity (400 LB/181 KG). If E:• The scale cannot measure body fat on the bottom row of the display.• Make sure you stand on the bare-footed scale. The display will turn off automatically after 20 seconds if there is no key Please read all the instructions to get acquainted with
functions and operations before • Use of this scale is not recommended for people with electric implants • The scale will not calculate body fat unless you have bare feet.• For an accurate assessment of body fat, do not bend your knees or keep your feet away and do not move away upright at scale.• It is not recommended to use body fat by pregnant women, people with fever,
swollen legs or other swellings. as well as a person who is overly hydrated • Body fat rates may be slightly higher or lower for children under 16, people with diabetes and other health problems.• Women naturally store about 5% more body fat than men. Congratulations on your purchase of this health m® wellness monitoring product. It's so much more than a rock. It helps to
monitor your weight, body fat, body hydration, body mass index (BM) and offer daily calorie intake (DCI) for up to four different users. It's easy to use. Once your account is set up, your scale is ready to use. Also, you can save up to 5 1. User number and memory 2. Height in feet and inches or centimeters (CM), weight, and suggestions for daily calorie intake 3. Unit of measure:
pounds (LB) 5. Information ready to be saved6. Gender Symbols: Female Athlete, Female, Male Athlete, 7. Scroll up and down indicators8. Body fat % / Age / body mass index (BMI) / water (hydration) 9. Daily calorie intake (DCI)��,�� 2000��.�������.�.�������.� �.��.����.���.��. ����� �.����. While the scale is OFF, press
the -. 2. Press and hold the  immediately to enter the user reset function.3. Press the ^ button or to select � 4. Press  button to confirm the operation.will prompt for the user setup process.  Hydration � shows the amount of fluid you have in your body. Water in your system is important
because it regulates body temperature, converts food into energy and protects vital organs. People with more body fat have proportionally less total water and are more susceptible to fluid imbalances that cause when tracking your body's hydration level should consider 1. Take your hydration measurements at the same time of the day.2. Monitor your readings to establish
personal hydration of the body.3. Do not drink any caffeinated or alcoholic beverages before taking 4. Drink water if dehydration is detected. Extracted from dialysis &amp;quot&quot;Transplant&quot;, © 2001; Sports nutrition for young adults: hydration; Crystal springs: Hydration Information; The National Center for Women's Health Information: 4woman.govBody hydration ranges,
shown as a percentage Please  consult your doctor to determine the appropriate hydration level for your body.----.-�-.-  for fitness and wellness, 1st Edition ©1999.To determine a percentage of body fat that is suitable for your body, consult your doctor.-�-
.-�-,--Y your scale includes daily caloric intake (DCI) function. The DCI number is derived from the information you are programmed in your profile and activity level. If you haven't set a target weight, then the DCI number will represent the number of calories needed to maintain your current weight. If you've
set a weight target, the DREAD number will represent the suggested calories (500 calories a day, which represent 3,500 calories per week, equivalent to 1 LB) needed to increase or decrease your weight. The scale will also show the approximate length of time to achieve your goal. As you continue to lose/gain weight, the scale will adjust the time it takes to achieve your
goal. The proposed CID number will remain constant.-1. Press and hold the - button for 3 seconds. 2. Press the ^ button or to select  button to enter the destination setting. 3. To change the weight of your goal, press the ^ button or to reach the desired weight and press the  NOTE
button: The materials in this guide are based on information from the National Institute of Health and Disease Control (CDC). They are not intended to replace the advice of your doctor or fitness professional. Please consult your doctor before starting any fitness or fat reduction program. Individual weight loss will vary. Jarden Consumer Solutions is not responsible for individual
results or claims made by a third party. Since BM does not show the difference between fat and muscle, this is not the only predictable weight issue that can lead to health problems. For example, someone with many muscles (like a body builder) may have a BM in an unhealthy range, but still be healthy. BMI may also not accurately reflect body fat in people who are under 5 feet
(1.5m) or in older people who tend to lose muscle mass as they age. But for most people, BM is a reliable way to tell if your weight is putting your health at risk. Body mass index (BM) is one way to establish whether you are of a healthy weight. It measures its weight in terms of its height, and is closely related to measures of body fat. The higher the BM, the greater the risk of
developing health problems. For adults over 20 years of age, BMI falls within one of the BMI Determination Place the rock on a flat surface. Hard surface is best for a maximum of 2. Step on the scale and position your feet so that your weight is evenly distributed over the platform of scale. Stand still while the scale calculates your weight. The LCD display will flash several times in
a few seconds before showing your weight. Stand still while you read the display. This scale offers both Instant On (Scale Step) or Tap on (tap in the lower-right corner and wait 0.0 and Step on). During Instant On weighing, if you see , the scale is calibrated again. Please step on the scale Whether you stand on the rock, or step on the scale immediately after the weight is
displayed, your weight will continue to show for a few seconds and then turn off automatically. If you decide to see your weight in Kilograms, then the scale will also change the measurement of height from the legs and inches by centimeters.1. While the scale is OFF, hold down  button until the unit of measure icon flashes. or button to select the desired unit of
measurement (LB for pounds 3. Press the  button to confirm your choice. or button to select if you want to reset the scale.5. Press the  button to confirm your choice. If you select �, all information about all users will be deleted. by providing five critical measurement ratings: body weight, body fat, BODY HYDRATION, BODY MASS INDEX and
RECOMMENDED DAILY CALORIE INTAKE; Moreover, it helps you track your progress to the goal, allowing you to set your weight naked and calculate the weight differences between the starting point, the pre-saved weight and the set weight target. Traditional bath scales show the total weight - both lean mass and body fat together. The Body Fat Monitoring Scale allows you
to monitor weight, body fat and body hydration separately. FIRST SCREEN SECOND SCREEN THIRD SCREEN FOURTH SCREENPLE ASSM NOT RETURN THIS PRODUCT TO ANY OF THESE ADDRESSES OR TO THE PLACE OF PURCHASE. Sunbeam Products, Inc. doing business such as Jarden Consumer Solutions or if in Canada, Sunbeam Corporation (Canada)
Limited does business such as Jarden Consumer Solutions (collecting JCS) ensures that for a period of five years from the date of purchase, this product will have no defects in material and manufacturing. JCS, of its choice, will repair or replace this product or any component of the product found to be defective during the warranty period. The replacement will be made with a new
or processed product or component. If the product is no longer available, a replacement may be made with a similar product with Value. This is your exclusive guarantee. DO NOT attempt to repair or adjust electrical or mechanical functions of this product. This will void this warranty. This guarantee is valid for the original retail buyer from the date of the initial retail purchase and
cannot be transferred. Save the original receipt for sale. Proof of purchase is required in order to obtain a guarantee. JCS dealers, service centers or stores selling JCS products may not modify, modify or in any way modify the terms of this warranty. This warranty does not cover the normal wear or tear of parts or damage resulting from any of the following: negligent use or
misuse of the product, use at improper voltage or current, use contrary to operating instructions, dismantling, repair or modification by any other than JCS or an authorized JCS service center. Moreover, the guarantee does not cover: Acts of God, such as fire, flood, hurricanes, and tornadoes. What are the limits on JCS liability? JCS shall not be liable for any incidental or
consequential damages caused by breach of express, implied or statutory warranties or conditions. Except to the extent prohibited by applicable law, any implied warranty or condition of marketability or fitness for a particular purpose is limited in duration to the duration of the above-mentioned warranty. JCS undertakes no obligation to provide any other warranties, terms or
representations, express, implied, statutory or other. JCS shall not be liable for any damages arising out of the purchase, use or misuse of the product, including accidental, special, consequential or similar damages or loss of profit, or for any breach of contract, fundamentally or otherwise, or for any claims made against the Buyer by any other party. Some provinces, states or
jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of accidental or consequential damages or limitations to the duration of the silent warranty, so the above restrictions or exclusions may not apply to you. This guarantee gives you specific legal rights and you may have other rights that differ from province, state to state or jurisdiction. How to obtain warranty serviceIn the United
States: If you have any questions about this warranty or want to receive warranty service, Please call 1 800-672-5625 and the convenient address of the service center will be in Canada: If you have any questions about this warranty or would like to receive warranty service, please call 1 800-667-8623 and a convenient address of the service center will be provided in the United
States. , this warranty is offered by Sunbeam Products, Inc. makes business as Jarden Consumer Solutions, located in Boca Florida 33431. In Canada, this guarantee is offered by Sunbeam Corporation (Canada) Limited, which does business as Jarden Consumer Solutions, located at 20 B Hereford Street, Street, 0M1. If you have any other problem or claims in connection with
this product, please write to our User Services Please do not return this product to any of these addresses or at the place of purchase.© 2010 Sunbeam Products, Inc. does business as Jarden Consumer Solutions. All rights reserved. Distributed by Sunbeam Products, Inc. makes businesses such as Jarden Consumer Solutions, Boca Raton, Florida 33431.Printed in China.
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�1���������.──- I'm not going to be able to do that, He said. While the scale is OFF, hold down  button until the unit of measure icon starts 2. Press the  button to confirm the current unit of measurement (LB per pound or KG 3. To confirm your desire to reset the entire scale, press the ^ or &amp;gt; button to select � and the history and
profile have been deleted.,�- Periodically wipe the surface of the scale down with a DRY dust remove cloth. Dust.
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